RO FAUCETS
FOR TODAY’S
HIGH-END KITCHENS

PURE STYLE • PURE QUALITY • PURE TOMLINSON

What Is Reverse Osmosis (RO)?
Reverse osmosis is a separation process that utilizes a semipermeable membrane to remove
90% to 99% of the impurities in drinking water.

Tomlinson® RO Faucets
Smooth operating ceramic
disk element lever-style handle

Before you invest in an RO system, you want to ensure that the faucet you install is
not only attractive but also constructed with lead-free materials. Tomlinson’s RO
Faucets are NSF/ANSI 61-9 & 372 certified and are in compliance with the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA).

Ceramic
cartridge

Just as important as the quality of our faucets’ internal construction is
our ability to create faucets that enhance the style and function of virtually
any kitchen design. Tomlinson offers a variety of styles ranging from
Vintage to Ultra Contemporary in an appealing choice of finishes.
Since it is the most visible component of a drinking water system, your
faucet becomes a statement of your personal style.

Common Features

Lead-free
brass body

Our faucets embody quality from the inside components to the remarkable
finishes. Tomlinson RO Faucets feature:
Certified to NSF/ANSI 61-9 & 372
Designs complement today’s upscale kitchens
Ten finishes to match any décor
Lever-style handles
Protective spout tip design prevents after-drip
One gallon-per-minute flow
Internal ceramic disk provides smooth operation

High-reach neck, approximately 12"
(350mm), swivels 360°
All mounting hardware is included
Patented modular air gap
(U.S. Patent #7,011,106)
Retrofits most brands
Two-year warranty

Tomlinson’s patented modular air gap simplifies the ordering process. An air gap is included
with every faucet and can be left in place at installation or discarded as necessary.

Choose from 10 designer finishes to match virtually any décor!

Polished Chrome (PC)

Satin Nickel (SN)

White (WH)

Biscuit (BIS)

Polished Brass (PB)

Antique Bronze (AB)

Black (BK)

Bright Nickel (BN)

Venetian Bronze (VB) Brushed Stainless (BS)

Tomlinson faucets embody both high
quality and exceptional design. For those
who embrace both, Tomlinson is the
optimal choice.

Reverse osmosis systems remove
salts, microorganisms and many highmolecular-weight organics.

VINTAGE

CONTEMPORARY

Most people think of vintage as being anything
that isn’t quite new. More specifically, vintage
interior design references the glamour of the
1940s and the best design of the decades after
World War II. Vintage RO faucets were created
to perfectly accent today’s kitchens with
influences from this elegant era.

PC

SN

BS

AB

VB

Standard finish is highly polished
chrome. Also available in antique
bronze, Venetian bronze, satin
nickel and brushed stainless.

Model No.
1024763
1024773
1024774
1024798
1024801

Description
Polished Chrome
Satin Nickel
Venetian Bronze
Brushed Stainless
Antique Bronze

Clean lines and smooth surfaces
without intricate details characterize
contemporary design. Tomlinson’s
Contemporary faucet adds high style to
the high-end kitchen.

PC

SN

AB

BN

WH

BK

PB

BS

BIS

VB
Your faucet is an accent item. Are
your walls brown, taupe, cream or
pure white? Consider accenting with
metal, such as stainless steel, nickel
or chrome, for a sleek finish and
clean look.

Model No.
1020587
1020889
1020891
1020892
1020893
1020894
1020895
1020896
1020897
1024294

Description
Polished Chrome
Satin Nickel
Antique Bronze
Bright Nickel
White
Black
Polished Brass
Brushed Stainless
Biscuit
Venetian Bronze

QUADRA

ULTRA CONTEMPORARY

From tile work to cupboards to storage
accents—there’s no denying that designing
with squares can help provide a sense of
order. The square offers substance and
solidity to convey a sense of strength,
serenity, and stability.

The difference between contemporary and
ultra contemporary design is the blend of
livable elements that create a sophisticated,
fresh look and feel. This faucet is inspiring,
whimsical, and imaginative. A wide base
rises and narrows — becoming the modern
embodiment of flow.

PC

SN

BS

AB

VB

Curving naturally from its base is
the Ultra Contemporary faucet. Its
streamlined design in five finishes
makes the sink an oasis of high design.

Model No.
1024852
1025111
1025112
1025114
1025115

Description
Polished Chrome
Satin Nickel
Venetian Bronze
Brushed Stainless
Antique Bronze

PC

SN

BS

AB

VB

Squares in interior design create a
calming geometry, using their form
to enhance function. Squares are
stable. Right angles represent order
and formality.

Model No
1024845
1025101
1025102
1025104
1025105

Description
Polished Chrome
Satin Nickel
Venetian Bronze
Brushed Stainless
Antique Bronze

Tomlinson’s patented modular air gap
is standard on every RO faucet and can
be removed if desired. The purpose
of the air gap is to ensure that no
water from a stopped-up drain can
be forced or siphoned backward into
a reverse osmosis unit by way of the
drain connection. High-quality design.
Creativity and ingenuity. That’s Tomlinson.

DESIGNER

Quality

and taste ...
plus Tomlinson

ingenuity.

Blending two disparate looks, contemporary
and traditional, Designer RO faucets satisfy
myriad styles. Opposing forces create
some of the most interesting and satisfying
results. Slender and sleek stem, strong
classic handle, sturdy rising base: Designer
faucet rises to any design challenge.
PC
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Designer RO faucets epitomize “the
modern classic.” The line works
virtually anywhere, offering blended
forms and 10 inspiring finishes.

Model No.
1019299
1019301
1019303
1019305
1019307
1019309
1019311
1019444
1020518
1024293

Description
Polished Chrome
Satin Nickel
White
Biscuit
Black
Polished Brass
Antique Bronze
Bright Nickel
Brushed Stainless
Venetian Bronze

Showroom displays are available for all styles
and feature a sampling of all finishes.

Founded in 1911, Tomlinson is the
world’s leading manufacturer of
No-Drip® faucets and fittings for
beverage dispensing, liquid dispensing
and commercial foodservice applications.
Tomlinson RO faucets are represented
and distributed around the world.
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